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From award-winning sports writer Kevin Robbins, discover the story of legendary golfer Payne
Stewart, focusing on his last year in the PGA Tour in 1999, which tragically culminated in a fatal
air disaster that transpired publicly on televisions across the country.Forever remembered as
one of the most dramatic storylines in the history of golf, Payne Stewart's legendary career was
bookended by a dramatic comeback and a shocking, tragic end. Here, Robbins brings Stewart's
story vividly to life.Written off as a pompous showman past the prime of his career, Stewart
emerged from a long slump in the unforgettable season of 1999 to capture the U.S. Open and
play on the victorious U.S. Ryder Cup team. He appeared to be a new man that summer: wiser,
deeper, and on the verge of a new level of greatness. Then his journey to redemption ended in
October, when his chartered Learjet flew aimlessly for more than a thousand miles, ran out of
fuel, and fell to earth in a prairie in South Dakota.His death marked the end of an era, one made
up of "shotmakers" who played the game with artistry, guile, finesse, and heart. Behind them
were Tiger Woods, David Duval, Phil Mickelson, and other young players whose power and
strength changed the PGA Tour forever. With exclusive access to Stewart's friends, family, and
onetime colleagues, Kevin Robbins provides a long-overdue portrait of one of golf's greats in
one of golf's greatest seasons.Winner of the USGA Herbert Warren Wind Book Award
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peeks, deals, and more..All I kept thinking about, over and over, was “You can’t live forever, you
can’t live forever.”—F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great GatsbyNow the wren has gone to roost and
the sky is turnin’ goldLike the sky my soul is also turnin’Turnin’ from the past, at last and all I’ve
left behindCould it be that I am finally learnin’?—Ray LaMontagne, “Old Before Your Time”If life
gives you limes, make margaritas.—Jimmy BuffettPROLOGUEMina, South Dakota, October 25,
1999The ghost flight lost its right engine first and banked gently to the east as if preparing an
approach to land. The left turbofan quit next. The slender nose of N47BA, a white Learjet 35
trimmed in gold and gray that carried six people and a thirty-pound golf bag, pitched in the
direction of the South Dakota prairie more than eight statute miles below and began to fall, half a
continent from where it was supposed to be, at 12:11 p.m. central standard time on October 25,
1999.For the two pilots and their four passengers, the morning began with a smooth ascent over



central Florida into faint winds and forever visibility. The airplane reached twenty-three thousand
feet. An air traffic controller in Jacksonville instructed the crew to climb to thirty-nine thousand,
swing west, level its wings, and cruise to Dallas Love Field, where it was supposed to unite the
reigning U.S. Open champion with an old friend from college, and then deliver him later to the
last golf tournament of a resplendent season. But no one replied to that last command, and the
aircraft made no change in heading. It just kept rising and rising.Sometime after 8:27 a.m., when
the controller last spoke with the pilots of N47BA, the cabin lost pressure, starving everyone
aboard of oxygen until they lost consciousness, as if they slept to their eventual death. The
military sent fighter pilots to examine the aimless Learjet. The aviators reported frost inside the
cockpit windows and no response to their radio calls. Television networks broke from
programming with scant details about a rogue business jet flying up the middle of America with a
famous golfer inside. A question arose: Where and when would this Learjet come down? Shortly
after noon, a group of pheasant hunters crunched through dormant cornstalks near Aberdeen
and noticed a streak that looked like lightning.The question now had its answer.Here.
Now.N47BA was airborne for three hours and fifty-four minutes, most of that time on autopilot, to
a score of bells, alarms, chimes, and claxons that no one heard. It covered fifteen hundred miles
over eight states. US Air Force and Air National Guard pilots from three different installations
intercepted the Learjet on its northwesterly journey as aviation experts calculated end-of-flight
scenarios that took into account airspeed, fuel capacity and consumption, weight, heading,
thrust, the direction and velocity of the wind, and vulnerable populations below. The Learjet
touched an astounding altitude of forty-eight thousand feet, the ceiling for an aircraft on the
ragged edge of an aerodynamic stall, and there it bobbed like a porpoise at 540 miles an hour. In
the thin air of the upper stratosphere, the temperature hovers at sixty-nine degrees below zero,
with little turbulence, meaning the aircraft cruised surely and steadily, locked under its own
command, until the two Honeywell TFE371s on the aft fuselage exhausted the fuel tanks on the
tip of each wing. As N47BA gathered speed and neared the earth, an effect called Mach tuck
pulled the nose of the Learjet farther and farther down, until the aircraft was nearly vertical.It was
a quiet scenario that, from the time the engines wound down to impact with the ground, took less
than a minute to complete. The episode that killed Payne Stewart, who had reached a personal
and professional apogee in 1999, commenced with no violence until, as the world watched and
waited to see how it all would end, his aircraft, twirling downward like the stripe on a candy cane,
met the prairie at nearly the speed of sound.For decades, professional golfers have flown
thousands of miles to compete. Air travel allows them to spend more time at home, more time
practicing before tournaments, more time at lucrative appearances between official starts, and
less time in a car subject to speed limits and traffic. Tragedies are rare. Until Stewart boarded
N47BA, no high-profile golfer had died aboard an aircraft since 1966, when a Beechcraft
Bonanza carrying the effervescent Tony Lema crashed the day after the PGA Championship at
Firestone Country Club in Akron, Ohio. Like Stewart, the charismatic Lema, who was thirty-two
when he died, lived and played boldly and vividly, so much so that when he won the 1962



Orange County Open, he treated the entire press tent to champagne. Lema enjoyed his best
season in 1964, when he won five titles, including a five-stroke victory over Jack Nicklaus in the
Open Championship—known more commonly in the United States as the British Open—at St
Andrews in Scotland. Lema and his young wife, Betty, were traveling to a two-day exhibition in
Illinois when their charter encountered engine trouble, clipped the ground near the border with
Indiana, and exploded in a golf course lake. Lema often credited Betty for the happiness in his
life. She was a flight attendant. They met on an airplane.Payne Stewart left his home in Orlando
early on that October morning in ’99 for a quick business trip and his last tournament of his best
season in years. He had an appointment in Dallas to discuss the design of a golf course for the
teams at Southern Methodist University, his alma mater. He planned to go to Houston next. He
was in the Tour Championship with twenty-nine other players at Champions Golf Club. He
planned to spend the off-season with his family in Florida.It had been a redemptive return to
prominence for Stewart. He’d earned more than $2 million that season. He’d won his tenth and
eleventh PGA Tour tournaments, including his third major championship, in a twenty-year career
that included eight other victories worldwide. He’d played on the American team that won the
Ryder Cup matches that September against Europe over a regrettably contentious three days in
Brookline, Massachusetts. His victory in February at the AT&T Pebble Beach Pro-Am had come
four years after his last win, ending a slump that was so frustrating he considered quitting the
game.Stewart had won no tournaments between the summer of 1995 and the winter of 1999.
He’d finished second a few times, third a few more. He’d made piles of money, but money no
longer motivated Stewart the way it once had. He’d sometimes lost interest in competing. He’d
found it hard to believe in himself, and when he should’ve been working on the putting green or
the practice tee, he’d poured himself another drink, lit a cigar or put in a pinch of smokeless
tobacco, and sat on the dock behind his mansion on a small chain lake in Orlando, trying to
remember what had once made him one of the greatest players in the world, which is what he
would become again in magical and magnificent 1999.His performance that summer at the U.S.
Open at Pinehurst, where he endured challenges from a new wave of younger and stronger
PGA Tour stars playing equipment that made the game simpler, ranks as one of the epic
demonstrations of grit and resolve in the history of American golf. So does, for entirely different
reasons, the final day of the Ryder Cup. Stewart and his eleven US teammates were down 10–6
after two days of team matches at The Country Club in Brookline, a suburb of Boston. They built
one of the biggest comebacks in sports that Sunday in singles play. It was the last time Stewart
would produce that signature swing in front of massive galleries and an international television
audience, and he took the final shot of the matches: a splash from a bunker on the eighteenth
hole, captured in a photograph that hangs under a light in the august men’s locker room at The
Country Club. A month after that picture was made, he was on a business jet that leaned east
over South Dakota.Stewart was the brash and unapologetic dandy of his day: a Jay Gatsby
among the indistinguishable Tom Buchanans pounding Titleists on practice tees. He wore
shortened, bloused pants known as plus fours, patterned shirts bearing National Football



League mascots, elegant white golf shoes with gold tips, argyle hosiery, a flat cap, an occasional
smirk. He was a colorful and complicated presence on the golf course. He was a peacock, the
Missouri showman, someone who wanted to be heard and noticed and remembered and
admired. He was loud in a sport that valued silence. He was cocksure in a game that promoted
humility and modesty. He was too much for some of his peers who preferred less. He blamed
exterior forces for interior faults. He often spoke before he thought. He acted before he thought.
Then came the 1998 U.S. Open in San Francisco, where Stewart lost a golf tournament but won
respect in ways that foretold the story of the summer of 1999. He was about to turn forty-two, find
a new kind of peace, and, as he’d suggested in an interview that year, arrive at the conviction
that his best golf, and his best life, was yet to come.Stewart learned golf from his father in the
early 1960s. Bill Stewart was a traveling salesman and the father of two daughters and a son in
Springfield, Missouri, at the edge of the Ozarks, about an hour north of the Arkansas state line,
down in the hills and the woods. The elder Stewart was a two-time state amateur champion in
the ’50s and a fixture on the amateur tournament circuit, and he considered a go at professional
golf until he and his wife, Bee, determined that he didn’t have what it took to play the game at
that level. He soon brought his young son to his country club and taught the boy to use his eyes,
hands, and feet to feel and execute a good swing.The Stewarts had excellent golf clubs, but this
was long before equipment became such a sophisticated and specialized industry. Their tools
were much more demanding than the ones golfers know now. They were made with steel shafts,
oiled persimmon-wood heads, forged-steel blade irons, and balls wound with rubber bands
inside covers of balata rubber. Tolerances were looser. Shots were less predictable. Drives didn’t
travel as far. The players hitting them had to do a different kind of work to control them and score
well. Their way of moving a golf ball through space required a sense of refinement and finesse, a
mastery of hand-eye coordination, and an element of artistry that seems as anachronistic as the
slashing swings, hickory-shafted niblicks, and woolen suit jackets of the eight men competing in
the first Open Championship in 1860 at Prestwick on the Firth of Clyde.The year of Stewart’s
death corresponded with a wave of dramatic change in golf, a confluence of coincidences, a
murmuration of starlings that for a second form a perfect funnel. Along with advances in clubs
and balls, players at the time could learn more about their swings through emerging
technologies that are as commonplace today as a hazard stake. They were learning more about
the roles of fitness and diet. They were starting to understand, and harness, the psychological
dimension of golf. They were becoming athletes in ways Stewart and players of his era hadn’t
been.That new generation, led by an emergent Tiger Woods, was beginning to dictate a way of
playing that involved soaring shots with enormous titanium drivers and superior golf balls that
cut the wind and carried bunkers or trees protecting the inside corner of a dogleg. These players
attacked the ball with faster, harder swings. They fretted less about shots that wandered from the
fairway because their strength minimized the penalty of the longer grass in the rough. If they
were closer to the green, they could use shorter clubs, like higher-lofted wedges, that were
easier to hit higher and more softly. The great Jack Nicklaus and Bobby Jones and Ben Hogan



never pictured this kind of golf when they were in their primes. A younger Stewart didn’t, either.
The developments beginning to take hold in 1999 created the game spectators see now when
they watch Dustin Johnson or Brooks Koepka or Rory McIlroy ravage once-sturdy golf courses
with modern balls, clubs, bodies, and minds.The 1999 season was a season of loss for golf. It
brought the death of a player and a manner—his manner—of playing.Golf invites such fables.
The game welcomes its new legends and celebrates its emergent heroes with stories held on
the three legs of perseverance: distress, acceptance, and survival. Jones, the vaunted amateur
and founder of Augusta National Golf Club, managed debilitating emotional swings, from anxiety
to anger, to capture the four then-major championships of golf in 1930. Hogan, the indefatigable
Texan from the dusty caddie yards of Fort Worth, rose almost mythically from a head-on collision
with a Greyhound bus in West Texas to win the 1950 U.S. Open, three years before the season
when he won every major but the PGA. Nicklaus, still the greatest player the game has known,
conquered time itself to win the 1986 Masters at the age of forty-six.Payne Stewart engaged his
own toughest opponent in 1999, a year of reckoning and loss.He faced the man he had been,
who was no match for the man he’d become.Part OneOLYMPICEighteenth green, Olympic Club,
San Francisco, California, June 19, 1998CHAPTER ONENo one agrees on the number of hills
there are to climb in San Francisco. Everyone acknowledges the famed original seven, among
them Russian and Telegraph and Mount Davidson and the Twin Peaks, but there might be as
many as forty-two in and around the city. Merced Heights, the hill nearest the Olympic Club in
nearby Daly City, rises five hundred feet above sea level on the other side of California Highway
1 from the site of the 1998 U.S. Open, which is where Payne Stewart did plenty of climbing over
four days that June. Dimpled with testy pitches and slopes and boomeranged angles, the Lake
Course at Olympic made the best players of the year work diligently and patiently at the national
championship of golf, particularly at keeping their balls from peeling through fairways and into
the rough, dense and long and cruel, like beads of water on wax. Those golfers in 1998 certainly
saw more than just forty-two hills, and all of them felt like threats. How many hills are there in San
Francisco? It depends on how the climber defines the climb.Payne finished the first round and
signed his scorecard: a 66. He had one more hill to walk that Thursday, but he was happy to do
it. An official with the United States Golf Association fetched him for post-round press interviews,
in the clubhouse many steps above the eighteenth green, to answer questions about how he’d
played such an unforgiving golf course in four strokes under par.Payne remembered how it felt in
1991, when he’d gotten to explain to reporters how he’d won his first U.S. Open. He remembered
the losses, too, but he now embraced this moment at Olympic, which was such a charmed place
to him. His father had played the 1955 U.S. Open at Olympic as an amateur. Bill Stewart missed
the cut, but knowing he had played these holes gave Payne another reason for gratitude. He
bounded up the hill to join the reporters, many of whom he knew by name but hadn’t seen in
years. While Payne hadn’t always been interested in talking to them, and many of his interviews
had ended poorly before, this time would be different. He knew what to expect from them, and
he knew what to expect of himself.He appeared.The crowd in the room watched William Payne



Stewart stride to his seat, his six-foot-one-inch frame still lithe but not as limber, and smooth his
smudgy blond hair, darker now than it was in his youth, and shorter and thinner, with less of a
feather now and no more bangs. When he spoke, people still heard the hills of southern Missouri
in his high-pitched voice, the twang of the Ozark Mountains, a relic of what some called,
inelegantly and dismissively, a hillbilly or a Missouri mule. Here was a man who once had
imagined a Fitzgeraldian life of fame, wealth, and happiness through golf—a temporal existence
made possible by the moment of impact of steel on rubber. He always had been a man
motivated by moments. Moments lived in. Moments lived for. He had made his decisions in the
ephemeral, and some of those decisions had cost him, and now he no longer wanted to be the
same man with the same values who pictured the same future. The Payne Stewart who sat down
in San Francisco on June 18, 1998, had suffered. He regretted the decisions that dictated the
way people saw him, just as he understood and accepted that they were not altogether wrong to
see him in the way they did. It had taken him a long time to see what they had seen. It had taken
reflection, and now he felt a new commitment rising in him, a dedication to change while there
was still time to make changes. He didn’t like who he had been. But he liked who he could
become. He could start now, after this round of golf at the Olympic Club. Payne sensed a fresh
moment. This one felt permanent. It felt important.He faced the room.No one knew what to
expect when Payne addressed the professional golf media. After a poorly played round or a lost
tournament, he could be abrasive and churlish, even mocking. He privately had felt unfairly
criticized over the course of his career for things he said and did. He had long felt like the media
made more out of his antics and words than they really deserved, to the point that he flinched
when he saw a headline that seemed too harsh or twisted. But this, too, had changed. Payne
was beginning to accept the role of the reporters who wrote about him. It wasn’t their job to
promote him. It was their job to portray him. It stung sometimes to read about himself, to see in
black ink his own actions and voice, but when he settled down enough to think clearly, he had to
admit that he deserved it sometimes. The press held a mirror, and if that mirror didn’t reflect truth
and fact as he saw it, Payne acknowledged that it reflected, at the very least, how reporters saw
him.Those at the Olympic Club tried to recall when he had last been interviewed at a U.S. Open
—or any major championship. It had been a while. Years. Les Unger, the USGA media official,
had managed many press conferences in his career in sports, and he understood the delicate
dynamics of an interview with an athlete, so he eased into the exchange by congratulating
Payne on his round. He said it was nice to see him again. He noted that Payne hadn’t been
recently to a U.S. Open press conference.“You never invited me,” Payne said, pretending
indignation. “I would’ve come.”“You have to do something to be invited,” Unger said.Payne
smiled. Of all people, he surely knew a well-earned barb when he heard one.“That’s a good
shot,” he said. “I will take it. I deserve that.”The room brightened. The atmosphere at a U.S. Open, 
the second major championship on the golf calendar, can tend to feel charged given the
difficulty of the conditions: the constricted fairways, the speed of the greens, the expectations
both real and imagined, the pressure, the opportunity, the fear, the ghosts. Players could be



tense. But the playful start to the interview drained some of the formality of this occasion as
Payne, now forty-one years old, described how he made five birdies against one bogey to be
sitting in front of the media again after a long time away with a one-shot lead in a major
championship.There was a lot to discuss and dissect that afternoon in Northern California. The
meaning of this tournament seemed even larger, and it surpassed the routine concerns of
scores, shots, and million-dollar purses. The field included Casey Martin, a twenty-six-year-old
Stanford graduate from Oregon who’d successfully sued, under the Americans with Disabilities
Act, for the right to use a riding cart on the PGA Tour. Martin suffered from a circulatory ailment
in his leg. The condition impaired his ability to walk a golf course, especially hilly Olympic. The
federal court decision, announced in February, had divided the tour, a place where social issues
rarely occupied time in a press conference. Sides had to be picked: rally behind a man with a
disability or forsake him in the name of tradition and competition. Perception mattered. But rules
were rules. Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus had testified in favor of the tour, which argued that
allowing Martin to ride in a cart would give him an unfair advantage over players who had to
endure the stress and strain of walking. There was little room for nuance.“Are you, in particular,
interested in that or over it?” Payne was asked.“I am a supporter of Casey Martin, and I always
have been,” Payne said. “Let him play.”A younger Payne might not have been so magnanimous.
The Payne of the past could be ugly and shrill, selfishly consumed with personal gain to the
point that his peers in the game thought of him as a self-absorbed brat. Now here he was, after a
long absence from prominence, saying that golf should change its position on what it was
“because the game is bigger than that.”Attention returned to his play in the first round. Payne
answered routine questions about putts, pin placements, distractions, focus, expectations, the
slope of the greens, and a rather inane attempt to clarify what he thought of his four-under 66 (“It
was really good,” he said). No one brought up Baltusrol in 1993, when rounds of 70-66-68 had
positioned Payne a shot behind the third-round lead. In that U.S. Open, Payne had trailed Lee
Janzen, a quiet and assiduous man of twenty-eight, who wore muted tones on the golf course
and rarely made the newspaper headlines. He was nearly the opposite of Payne, who was eight
years older and full of flourish, but Janzen actually admired Payne. The former all-American at
Florida Southern appreciated the fact that Payne also hadn’t played for a top-tier college
program, and he saw parallels in the way he and Payne had taken long and winding paths to the
PGA Tour and to the final round of the 1993 U.S. Open in Springfield Township, New
Jersey.Paired that Sunday in ’93 for the first time in a major, Payne and Janzen had nipped at
each other throughout the hot and humid day. Neither player made much of a move early. Payne
sacrificed a crucial shot on the seventh, when he had to play a left-handed shot from the base of
a tree trunk. Janzen, meanwhile, kept making workmanlike pars. Then luck made its cameo. On
the tenth hole, Janzen hit a shot right through a tangle of branches to save himself from disaster.
He holed an improbable chip from the rough for birdie on the sixteenth. His drive at the next hole,
a long par-five, ripped through a maple and bounded into the fairway. Janzen’s mistakes cost
him nothing, and all Payne could do was watch. His even-par 70, typically a fine score in a U.S.



Open, wasn’t enough. Janzen clipped him by two. The champion called it destiny. Payne called it
another lost tussle with fate.Janzen was in the field again in 1998 at Olympic, but he shot 73 in
the first round, seven distant shots behind Payne. He left that day without a visit with Unger and
the gathered press. Payne, meanwhile, fielded questions about the penalizing slopes of the Lake
Course, where drives to the middle of the fairway might carom into long grass in low spots. He
had prepared for that frustrating possibility. He and his instructor, Chuck Cook, spent a few days
the week before at Isleworth, one of Payne’s home clubs in Orlando, rehearsing the curving
shots dictated by the Lake Course. On holes that moved left to right, Payne drove with his
fairway metal, a shorter club he felt most comfortable drawing into the camber of slope, rather
than along it. On holes that flowed the opposite direction—draw holes that move right to left—he
used a driver. Payne could cut a driver at will. Cook picked up Payne’s balls in the fairways of
Isleworth and placed them on uneven lies for the approaches. Payne didn’t hit a shot from a flat
stance the entire time in Florida. He was ready for San Francisco and its hills, those large and
small, both metaphorical and actual.A reporter finally asked Payne to reflect: In what ways was
he a better player than he was in 1991?Payne took a moment to think about the ’91 U.S. Open at
Hazeltine National near Minneapolis. He was thirty-four then and unstoppable. He was a two-
time major winner, a couple of years removed from his PGA Championship title in Chicago, a
flaming success from the Ozarks of Missouri. He was the famous celebrity in the knickers and
the vintage cap, someone even casual fans of golf could recognize in silhouette. But that
moment in Minnesota also represented the beginning of a struggle he now, after the first round
at Olympic, had begun to solve. Was Payne better? The question seemed innocent enough. But
it was more meaningful than anyone knew.“I’m probably a more mature player,” Payne said
finally. “I feel that I probably am a more complete player. Things went real good in 1991, so you
can’t complain about that. But I just think I am, you know, older. And wiser.”In the second round,
Payne started with three straight birdies to reach seven under par through twenty-one holes.
Stretching his lead to five, he now had made six consecutive birdies: the sixteenth, seventeenth,
and eighteenth on Thursday and the first, second, and third on Friday. He tied a U.S. Open
record set by George Burns in 1982 and by Andy Dillard a decade later. Payne knew he was on
an unsustainable pace. The course was just too severe. In practice rounds earlier in the week,
his caddie, Mike Hicks, had repeated over and again that par was a good score at the Lake
Course.“The key to winning a U.S. Open is staying away from the double bogey,” Hicks had
reminded him. “You’re going to get a few birdies. You’re bound to make some bogeys. But stay
away from losing two at a time.”Payne obeyed. But he encountered complications inevitable in a
U.S. Open—losing tee shots to the sharp angles of the fairways, making bogeys instead of pars.
The course was toughening, just as the USGA wanted it to. As the anticipation of the weekend
grew, spectators began to rally—around their favorite players and against their favorite villains.
Colin Montgomerie, the Scotsman with a reputation for being fragile, left a putt a foot short on
one hole. “Why don’t you cry about it, Colin?” rose a voice. Montgomerie marked his ball and
waited dramatically for silence. The USGA later dispatched additional security to his group.



Payne, meanwhile, tried to play smart golf with an impenetrable focus. He didn’t care how the
gallery treated Colin Montgomerie. He was abiding to the plan he’d rehearsed in Orlando.But he
just wasn’t quite as sharp as he had been Thursday. Even the tee shots he played with his one-
iron—like many players of his aging generation, Payne still carried a one-iron, the hardest club in
golf to play with skill—seemed to leave an impossible approach. He came to the eighteenth hole
at even par for the round, still in the lead but teetering.He drilled a two-iron on the short finishing
hole to wedge distance. He carved the approach to ten feet. His ball stopped to the right of the
hole, which was cut deep in the pitched green and near the left edge. It was the correct, mature
play. It eliminated a miss to the left—the dreaded short side, which on increasingly firm U.S.
Open greens like Olympic’s would mean certain bogey or worse. Payne marked his ball and tried
to parse its path to the cup.He clearly could see the side-hill slant. Hicks recommended he play
it gingerly, allowing for a cautious line with more break. He later regretted the advice. Hicks
wished he’d told him to hit the putt boldly. Payne applied a gentle stroke to the ball. It missed the
hole by three inches and kept going, tumbling for a half minute like a leaf in a breeze, as Payne,
indignant and scowling, followed along with his arms crossed. His ball stopped some twenty-five
feet downrange. He missed the return putt for par.Hicks watched him closely. He looked for signs
that Payne might be boiling. The Payne he knew—Hicks had carried his bag since 1988, through
good seasons and bad ones, through harmony and distress—had a way of personalizing the
vagaries of golf. That Payne Stewart could turn a bad break into self-destruction. It was
something Payne tried to limit. But it also was who he was. He had a hard time accepting chance
in all its forms. His fragile temperament had cost him tournaments before, and it had shaped his
legacy, which is what hurt and frustrated Hicks the most. He wanted Payne to rise above his
misfortune, not revel in it.On this Friday, Payne swallowed whatever resentment roiled inside,
signed his scorecard, and, because he held a one-shot lead in the championship, reported to
his post-round interview with an evenness that both surprised and buoyed his caddie. Unger, the
media official, elected to open the interview by mentioning the birdie-birdie-birdie start. “Can’t
birdie them all unless you birdie the first three,” Payne said.The mood of the room felt like it had
the day before: loose, light, jovial. Even when a reporter inevitably brought up the eighteenth
hole, Payne avoided criticism that might seem petty and generate the wrong kind of headline. He
told a television reporter earlier that the hole position was “bordering on ridiculous.” That much
was true. Jack Nicklaus had made a forty-foot putt there to make the cut—the last time he would
play the weekend in a U.S. Open. But other players suffered as Payne had. Frank Nobilo faced
thirty-five feet for birdie on eighteen and, after his putt failed to reach the hole, twenty-five for par.
He missed. He called it “the worst pin I’ve ever seen in a major.” Tom Lehman required four putts
to finish the hole. He seethed.“Give me a half hour,” he told a reporter after he finished, “or I
might kill somebody.”The demonstrative John Daly, whose soaring drives at the 1991 PGA
Championship had hinted at the kind of golf that was yet to come, also dropped a shot on the
final green. “People watching on TV probably thought we were idiots,” he said. “That’s not golf,
and it’s not fair. It was absolutely stupid.” The usually agreeable Kirk Triplett, who knew he was



going to miss the cut anyway, grimly planted his putter behind his ball, halting its roll and
incurring a two-shot penalty from the USGA. He didn’t appear to care.“I suspect he was trying to
make a statement,” said USGA executive director David Fay.Fay would later admit the hole
placement was a mistake on one of the smallest greens in championship golf. The USGA knew
that only the front half of the eighteenth was in manageable shape, he said, but cutting the hole
there all four days would’ve created problems of its own. The number of footprints and spike
marks would’ve maimed the surface by Sunday afternoon, when the drama was at its deepest.
Fay and the USGA took a risk. They watered the back of the green and cut it at a higher height.
They expected the back-left hole to be hard. It became a monster. Fay called it a
“miscalculation.”Payne remained steady in the interview room. He waited for the questions about
the eighteenth green to end. When they did, a reporter asked about Janzen, who was on the
course, crafting a round of 66, moving into position to play with Payne in the last group on
Saturday.“If I’ve got to play with somebody, it might as well be somebody I know,” Payne
said.Another reporter asked about the mechanics of Payne’s swing, which had long been a
model of impeccable timing, supple rhythm, and flowing grace. Payne wanted to tell everyone in
the room that the struggle since 1995 hadn’t been his swing. The struggle had been with his own
creeping indifference, and that had started with his equipment. Locked into a binding and
lucrative sponsorship deal that required him to use clubs and balls that didn’t suit the way he
learned and liked to play, Payne was beginning to accept that he needed to make changes. But
he kept that to himself among the reporters. He had learned it was bad form to complain.Unger
said there was time for one more question. Someone inquired about focus. Did Payne still care
as much about winning golf tournaments?“I have got a beautiful wife and two lovely kids that I
am really enjoying spending time with,” Payne said. “And as I’m getting older, it is getting harder
and harder to go out and do the grind out on the PGA Tour.”It felt good to be honest. The
reporters appreciated it, too. It gave them context and perspective that informed their accounts
of birdies, bogeys, and holes bordering on the ridiculous. Many players they wrote about kept a
shield around their lives, as if explaining their personal values might prevent them from playing
better golf. Payne was like that once. He was done pretending. He had made the decision to
pare down his schedule so he could spend more time at home in Florida.Payne had one more
thought to share before he left to prepare for the weekend: “There is more to life than playing
professional golf.”CHAPTER TWOThe Lake Course at the Olympic Club opened in 1924, in the
early years of the golden age of golf-course architecture, a period when bold and taxing tests of
golf were being routed by Donald Ross at Pinehurst No. 2 and Seminole and Oakland Hills,
Douglas Grant and Jack Neville at Pebble Beach, George Crump at Pine Valley, A. W. Tillinghast
at Winged Foot, George Thomas at Riviera, Alister MacKenzie at Cypress Point, and MacKenzie
and Bobby Jones at Augusta National. Architects of the golden age employed dramatic
bunkering as both fortresses to penalize poor shots and beacons to show the way for good ones.
They created greens that heaved and flowed with the contours of the surrounding topography.
They saw no point in trying to fashion a golf hole that looked out of place. Their work became



timeless.Designed by Willie Watson and restored by Sam Whiting after a terrible winter storm in
1925, the Lake at Olympic wound through forty thousand cypress trees in the southwest corner
of San Francisco, near enough to the Gulf of the Farallones that Payne could glimpse the Golden
Gate Bridge from the tee of the third hole. The course was not long, but it was bunkered fiercely,
and the pitch of the fairways—the hills of San Francisco in miniature—demanded so much of the
greatest players of all time that it had become, by the summer of 1998, a cemetery of broken
hopes.Ben Hogan lost to unheralded Jack Fleck there in 1955. Arnold Palmer wasted a seven-
shot lead there with nine holes to play in 1966, pretty much gifting the championship to Billy
Casper. Tom Watson got beat there in 1987, when he failed to protect a one-shot lead with five
holes left and Scott Simpson won by a stroke. Now here was Payne, reporting Saturday to the
par-five first hole, in the same tenuous predicament. He led by one over Jeff Maggert and Bob
Tway, and by two over Janzen, Lee Porter, and the amateur Matt Kuchar.He hammered his drive.
(Payne used his driver just twice that Saturday, on the par-five first hole and the long par-four
seventeenth, a converted par-five. (“Driving statistics don’t mean diddly to me,” he would say
later that afternoon. “I’d like to be in more fairways.”) He chose a five-iron on his second shot. He
floated it to twenty feet and banged in the putt for eagle. He was on his way to an even-par 70,
and a four-shot lead, with one round to go.But Payne wasn’t at his best. Chuck Cook, his swing
instructor, who already had gone home to Austin, watched the round on television and thought
that Payne had lost some of his crispness from his first two rounds. His iron play looked
suspicious. Payne missed the third green with a six-iron and made bogey from a bunker. He
missed the ninth green: bogey. His seven-iron approach on the fifteenth finished in another
bunker: bogey again. Cook attributed the sloppiness to a lack of post-round practice. Payne had
played late Friday and Saturday, giving him no time to correct his emerging flaws on the range
after his obligations in the media room with Les Unger and the reporters. A late start, especially
on the weekend, meant a player was in or near the lead. It was a blessing in that way. But it came
with its own set of problems.Payne gave no hint he was concerned. He said in his press
conference that he remained confident. He said he was ready.“If I come out tomorrow and play
the way Payne Stewart can play, I’ll win the golf tournament,” he said. “If I don’t, I’ll deal with that
then. But there’s no reason why, in my mind, I don’t believe that I’m not capable of winning.”He
was asked what it would mean to win. It was the kind of question players like Payne, familiar with
the lead, had grown used to answering.“It would prove a point to myself that I still have the ability
to compete in major championships,” he said. “There’s no reason why I shouldn’t believe
that.”Payne thought about his wife and children. They were back home in Florida. His young son,
Aaron, and his daughter, Chelsea, were getting ready to go to summer camp. Tracey, his wife,
was helping them prepare while their father was trying to win a second national championship.
There was a time when Tracey, Aaron, and Chelsea traveled with him. Now they had other
interests.“I said this yesterday,” Payne added. “It’s hard to motivate yourself to come out here,
year in and year out, and work at it. I don’t want to blink and see my kids are in college, because
I know once they’re in college, they’ll probably never live under our roof again. So, if I have the



opportunity to spend time with them… that’s what I’m going to do.”It was nearly dark when Payne
left Olympic. He would play the next afternoon with Lehman, a scrappy and tough thirty-nine-
year-old veteran from Minnesota who’d risen through the minor tours in Asia and South Africa.
Lehman had won the British Open in 1996. It was his only major championship. But he’d been
close in the last three U.S. Opens: a finish for third in 1995 at Shinnecock Hills, a share of
second in ’96 at Oakland Hills, and third again in ’97 at Congressional. He’d played in the final
pairing on all three Sundays. Those who paid attention to golf wondered if it just might be
Lehman’s time.Lehman liked Payne. While not close—given its solitary nature, the PGA Tour
didn’t exactly foster close relationships, at least not until events such as the Ryder Cup, and only
then when chemistry and the moment conspired to do so—Lehman considered Payne one of
the colorful personalities that made the tour compelling to fans. Lehman admired the tempo and
timing of Payne’s swing, how liquid it seemed, long and loose. He knew of Payne’s reputation as
a mercurial and sometimes insufferable loudmouth. Everyone did. Lehman wondered if it was
fair. He wondered if other players were jealous of Payne: his good looks, his fluid swing, his bold
ensembles, his undeniable grace on the golf course. Lehman had seen Payne and his wife on
the putting green after rounds. He watched them work together, often in silence, and respected
the implicit partnership in their marriage. He remembered when Payne had changed his
equipment. The move surprised him, as it did many players. It felt like a sellout. It had led to a
long, languishing slump. And now here Payne was, in the last group of the national
championship, with one of the steadiest U.S. Open players in the last decade: Lehman.Like
Payne, Lehman was a feel player who played a finesse game. He and his generation, made up
of players born before 1960, surely wanted to hit the ball hard, but pure length hadn’t become
the grail it soon would. They didn’t try to bludgeon the ball. They sought to caress it, to will it
through the air with an arc and apex that fit the exact result they had in mind. Lehman learned
and peaked in the game as Payne had, with persimmon woods, wound balls, and forged irons.
They conjured the spirits of Ben Hogan and Byron Nelson and Sam Snead, even Bobby Jones,
men who, in the primes of their careers, never knew the piercing concussion of titanium on the
solid-core balls that were becoming standard now on the professional tours. They never enjoyed
the ease of playing a cavity-backed iron cast with melted steel; they did their work with smaller
irons that were hammered and bent, as the blacksmith once forged the pickax, from a glowing
ingot.From a commercial standpoint, there was a lot to like about the state of golf in the summer
of 1998. The new balls were designed to make shots more predictable, especially in wind.
Graphite shafts and metal woods rendered long holes simpler to manage. The blockier, cavity-
backed irons were less demanding of a perfect strike. Golf was getting easier for a greater
number of people. But that welcome development robbed the ancient game of some of its art.
Payne, Lehman, and their generation didn’t need technology to make shots. They made their
own. They were the last true shot-makers of the millennium.And there stood Lehman and Payne
on Sunday afternoon, tugging at their shirts and fiddling with their gloves, as the starter
announced their names at the first hole.Paul Azinger, the winner of the 1993 PGA



Championship, had taped a note to Payne’s locker that morning. “Stay in the present and enjoy
the walk,” it read. The words meant a lot to Payne. He and Azinger were close, and years earlier,
when Azinger was sick with cancer, Payne saw in him a kind of bravery, faith, and perspective
that made him question the way he conducted his own life. Through his illness, Azinger had
helped Payne confront his own priorities and choices. Azinger changed Payne by
example.Ahead on the Lake Course, Bob Tway had begun the fourth and final round in a tie for
second with Lehman at one over par. Nick Price and Lee Janzen were plus two. At thirty-three,
Janzen was the youngest player within five shots of Payne’s lead, but he believed in careful,
conservative, and thoughtful golf like the older men ahead of him. The field included the younger
stars on tour—David Duval, Phil Mickelson, and Tiger Woods among them. None of them would
pose a threat. On a cloudy, gloomy, and still afternoon in Northern California, the national
championship would come down to who could feel the right shots for the slopes and slants of
the Lake Course.Payne made straight pars on the first three holes. His first bogey came at No. 4,
where he drove into the rough. He could accept a bogey, just as he could accept straight pars:
par was a good score, bogeys would happen. Just stay away from losing two at a time. Janzen,
meanwhile, had dropped shots to par on the second and third holes. He recovered with a birdie
on the fourth and then drove a four-metal into a cypress on the fifth, where his ball got stuck in its
branches. The rules of golf prescribed a shot-and-distance penalty for a lost ball. Janzen and his
caddie began the deflating march back to the tee. This isn’t right, Janzen thought. I’ve just made
birdie to turn things around. Now I’m going to be lucky to make double. Then chance made its
return appearance to the final round of a U.S. Open involving Lee Janzen and Payne Stewart. A
breeze rose, and the ball in the cypress plopped to the ground. Janzen punched a recovery shot
to the fairway and flew the green with a six-iron. He chipped in for par.Payne absorbed his
second bogey at No. 7. It was no time to panic. No one was making a run on the front nine—
Lehman, Price, and Tway were over par and in retreat—while Payne and Hicks were keeping
their own damage to an acceptable level. They finished the first nine at plus two. Janzen holed a
nice birdie on the seventh to complete the front at even par, but he was still three strokes behind
Payne. A birdie at eleven nudged him closer, and as he was rolling in another birdie putt at the
thirteenth, Payne and Hicks, still in the lead, prepared to play No. 12.How a major is
remembered can hinge on a single turn of a ball. If his green-side bunker shot bends one
rotation to the left on the last hole at Inverness in 1986, Bob Tway watches his ball glance off the
flagstick instead of hitting it squarely, and the PGA Championship goes to a playoff with Greg
Norman. With one more roll at the 1992 Masters, gravity drags Fred Couples’s tee shot on the
twelfth into Rae’s Creek. With a harder rotation to the right at the seventeenth green at the 1994
British Open, the eagle putt Nick Price made at Turnberry misses the hole wide.Now, on the
twelfth at Olympic, Payne drew a three-metal into the heart of the fairway. “That’s a beauty,” NBC
broadcaster Johnny Miller told his audience. But the ball settled in a fresh divot coated in sand,
137 yards from the hole. Payne shook his head. (“The first fairway I had hit in a while, and sure
enough I was in a bunker,” he would later say.) He champed furiously on his gum. His mind



raced. He tried his best not to dwell on his misfortune, but he also couldn’t help questioning his
luck again.Raymond Floyd, the 1986 U.S. Open champion who also was on the broadcast team
for NBC, told viewers, “That is the worst divot. I mean, you’re right in the middle of it.”One turn of
the ball separated a predictable lie from doubt.Payne pulled a club. He rehearsed a swing from
other divots nearby and worked through his emotions. Arms crossed over his chest, he
conferred with Hicks about the shape of the shot, the strategy, the target, the feel. An approach
of this distance rarely complicated a professional golfer’s thinking, even in a U.S. Open. The
divot introduced all manner of dark possibility. Payne needed to think it through.He selected a
nine-iron. He made two more practice swings, retreated behind the ball, and confirmed his line.
He settled into his stance.Ahead, Janzen had laced a five-iron to five feet at the thirteenth.
Another birdie. He made a par on No. 14. The championship now was his or Payne’s.Two holes
behind him, Payne swung. The ball rose from a cloud of debris.“Sounded like he hit it clean,”
Floyd said on the broadcast.“Actually, he got it a little heavy,” said his NBC colleague, Roger
Maltbie, “and it’s going right.”The ball dove into a deep bunker near the front-right edge of the
green. Payne understood the consequences of the shot the moment he watched it land. He
faced a nearly impossible play: a high, soft splash over the inner wall of the bunker, to a flagstick
a few feet away.“That just wasn’t good,” Floyd said.Then it got worse. Payne saw USGA rules
official Tom Meeks walk toward him on the twelfth fairway.“You just got a bad time,” Meeks
said.Payne had taken more than forty-five seconds to play his approach from the divot, and now
his pairing was out of position in relation to the group ahead. Another bad time could mean a
one-stroke penalty, which no one could afford in circumstances like these. The ruling irritated
Payne. The shot itself had required more calculation than a routine play. The swarm of media—
photographers and camera operators competing for vantage points—had made keeping pace
difficult. But more than that, Payne was annoyed that the USGA seemed unconcerned about the
stakes. This was the final round of the U.S. Open. This was the last group on the course. He and
Lehman had a lot to play for. So what if they were a few minutes behind?Everything seemed to
happen so fast now. The ball in the divot in the middle of the fairway. The impossible bunker shot
to a short-sided hole. The ruling from Meeks. The chance of a penalty. Payne tried to slow his
breaths. He reminded himself that he had six holes to play, that he still had time. He had taken a
look at a leaderboard at the tenth hole. He had seen that Janzen was one under par. He could
feel him closing on him as he had in ’93. He evaluated his lie in the bunker, planted his feet, and
screwed the soles of his shoes into the sand. His ball stopped ten feet from the hole. He missed
the putt.Janzen made five consecutive pars to finish his round: a two-under 68, good for a
composite score of even-par 280 over four hard days at hilly, persnickety Olympic. Payne was
never the same after the debacle at twelve. He made another bogey at thirteen.“Hang in there,”
Hicks told him on the walk to the fourteenth tee. “Your swing is fine.” But it wasn’t really. And he
wasn’t, either.Payne played the last six holes at plus one. He had a twenty-foot putt to tie Janzen
on the seventy-second green. It peeled away a foot from the hole.Payne dreaded the march up
the hill to his fourth post-round interview of the week. There was so little good to remember this



time, so little good to say. He had carried the lead all week and lost the national championship in
the last six holes. He knew he would be asked about the situation on twelve, both the sand-
covered divot and the warning from the USGA. He wondered if he might be asked to talk again
about the speed of the green on the eighteenth in the second round. He prepared himself to
explain how he’d committed five bogeys and managed only one birdie in the most important
round of his career in a very long time, maybe as long ago as 1993 at Baltusrol. He thought
about blame. He thought about fault. He sat down and waited for the questions about failure and
luck.Unger, the moderator, opened the interview with a question about the divot on twelve and
whether it foretold defeat.“Did you get any feeling that maybe this wasn’t meant to be?” he
said.Payne ignored the question. He wanted his first words to address the final day as a body of
work—full of flaws, to be sure, but not isolated to one random revolution of the ball. He reminded
the gathered reporters of what he’d told them the evening before, when he’d said he was
confident in his play, and that if he continued to think clearly, remain calm, mitigate mistakes, and
make good swings, he could win.“And I didn’t do that,” Payne said.The divot did bother him now,
but not just because it possibly had cost him one of his 281 shots that week. It was bigger than
that. Payne believed a sand-filled divot should be played as “ground under repair,” a golf term
that describes conditions influenced by an effort to fix a problem. “If they’re going to come out
and physically try to repair something, in my opinion that’s ground under repair,” Payne said later
in the interview. He said players deserved a free drop from situations like that, just as they do
when their ball lands in an area actually under repair, like where a drain is broken or dead turf
has been replaced by sod. The grounds crew that filled the divot with sand after play Saturday
tried to repair something, he said. “But the USGA and the PGA Tour don’t see it like that.”He was
asked about the warning for slow play. Payne accepted responsibility for that. He wanted to
defend the time it took to think through the shot from the divot, wait for the media to be still, and
simply try not to hurry with so much at stake, with no one behind him and plenty of time left until
NBC had to end its broadcast. But he didn’t. There was no use. The tournament was over, and
warring with the USGA over rules, especially in a public forum, would bring nothing but more
attention to the perception that Payne could be a baby.“I’m still going to be able to sleep tonight,”
Payne said. “There’s some disappointment, but I think the reason why I’m in here, and the
reason you’re viewing me differently, is that I’ve matured, and I understand what this job is about.
I understand what playing golf for a living is all about and how I’m supposed to handle myself,
and that’s what I’m doing. I really feel that I’ve got a better grip on that.”A younger Payne Stewart
might not be as willing to face those questions. The man he used to be might be quick to pillory
all that had gone against him. That man might’ve allowed the scalding frustration of three years
without a win to turn a press conference into a self-serving referendum on chance, fairness,
rules, and, without his even knowing it, his own insecurities.But a different Payne sat down that
Sunday after losing the U.S. Open with unexpected grace. He was climbing hills no one else
could see.
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Joy Standefer, “A Gripping Story Told by a Fine Storyteller. Kevin Robbins' book tells the story of
Payne Stewart, a pro golfer remembered as much for his audacious persona and plus-fours as
for his tragic demise. Here, the turning point of Stewart's career is focused on in which he lets
go of his youthful brashness in favor of the humility which comes with the wisdom of age.
Biographical detail is weaved in throughout the story as we follow the stunning arc of the final act
of Payne's life on the golf course and off, an arc that parallels a turning point of golf itself as a
new breed of golfer comes into the fray. Payne finally achieves the success he has strived for just
before his life is taken in the shocking crash of a lear jet which plays out on live television.
Robbins delivers a captivating chronicle as he expertly balances the reporting of the golf
narrative with the human story that makes this read so compelling. A must-read for anyone who
is a golf aficionado, or really, for anyone who just loves a great story on the human condition.”

JOPDR, “Well written and a book worth reading. Payne Stewart was one of my favorite golfers to
watch. I read the first biography and thought I was probably going to regret buying this book,
after all what more could be written. I was surprised at how much it grabbed my attention right
from page one, although it is difficult to read about the accident. If you're not an avid book
collector and reader, this might be better borrowed from the library. I truly enjoy having it in my
personal library.”

Dan Bartfield, “Annoying at Times. Well written and well researched. I don't like when
biographers try to write as if they were in their subject's head at pivotal moments. This happens
constantly in this book. Also, the author paints Payne Stewart to be lovable despite his flaws, but
I think a lot of people would tell you differently. He was obnoxious and generally lacked humility.
I'm not saying he was a bad guy or shouldn't be loved and respected, but the author focused on
the good side of him and glazed over the bad side.”

Dean A Carlson, “Payne Stewart. This book is so well written, I would highly recommend it! I
happened to be flying to Orlando the day of the memorial but unfortunately never made it, wish I
took an earlier flight.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Remember one of the greats. Great memories of a world class player
and a time when the game changed, just slightly affected by some clunky, repetitive prose.”

The book by Kevin Robbins has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 185 people have provided feedback.
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